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Abstract. Much has been said about the logical difference between rules and princi-
ples, yet few authors have focused on the distinct logical connectives linking the nor-
mative conditions of both norms. I intend to demonstrate that principles, unlike
rules, are norms whose antecedents are linguistically formulated in a generic fash-
ion, and thus logically described as inclusive disjunctions. This core feature incorpo-
rates the relevance criteria of normative antecedents into the world of principles and
also explains their aptitude to conflict with opposing norms, namely that their conse-
quents are fulfilled to varying extents more frequently than those of rules. I conclude
that the property of genericity should be predicated to the norm antecedent of princi-
ples, more precisely to the hypothetical action. This is of paramount importance to
explain, in terms of logical implication and exclusion, the expansibility of competing
principles, in contrast with the exclusive character of conflicting rules.

1. Introduction

Rules and principles are categories of norms included in the conceptual apparatus
of most contemporary legal theorists. The dichotomy (Esser 1956, 39ff.) was made
famous in Dworkin’s attack on Hart’s positivism, notably the separability thesis
(Dworkin 1978, 22ff.). For the purposes of this paper, I simply stress that Dworkin
adopted a logical distinction (ibid., 24) that mainly focused on predicating principles
with a dimension of weight and defining rules as definitive commands that apply
“come what may.” Now, some inconsistencies can be detected in Dworkin’s
account, notably the illustration of rules qua all-or-nothing prescriptions through
Riggs v. Palmer (in which a rule-defeating principle prevails).1 Dworkin’s merits,
however, transcend the clash between followers of positivism and natural law
from which the rule-principle distinction stemmed. Unfortunately, Dworkin never
thoroughly demonstrated why the distinction was logical.

1 The rule the heir to a valid will shall inherit, though internally applicable (Navarro and Moreso
1996, 125–8; Pino 2011a, 797ff.), was defeated by the principle that no one may profit from his own
wrong. The latter assertion, however, is yet to be confirmed as it presupposes criteria for distin-
guishing principles and rules, addressed below.
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2. Criteria for a Distinction

It is important to consider three main theses when addressing rules and princi-
ples.2 First, the thesis that there are no solid grounds for making a distinction
between the two (Bro _zek 2012, 224; Maranh~ao 2012, 79, 120ff.). Second, the weak dis-
tinction thesis putting forward differences of degree (Pino, 2011b, 89; Raz 1972,
834ff.). Lastly, the strong distinction thesis sustaining qualitative differences (Alexy
2000, 295ff.; Sieckmann 2011a, 28ff.; Borowski 2011, 95ff.). The weak and strong dis-
tinctions can further be characterized in terms of: semantic criteria relating to the
meaning of the words of the norm-sentence; syntactic criteria linked with the ele-
ments comprised in the norm-structure and its logical relations, and pragmatic cri-
teria concerned with the use of both rules and principles in the legal discourse.

Based on semantic criteria, principles are norms that are vague or open-textured to
a high degree, usually connected with value-concepts (Pino 2011b, 97ff.). Vagueness
and open-texture are types of linguistic ambiguities of words included in a norm-
sentence. A word is vague when the boundaries of its denotation (i.e., its semantic
range) are quantitatively or qualitatively uncertain, e.g., “close,” “beautiful” (Endicott
2006, 72ff.). A word is open-textured when it shows potential for vagueness (Schauer
2011, 4). The semantic criteria support the view that, unlike rules, norms formulated
under linguistically ambiguous sentences should be deemed to be principles.

According to syntactic criteria, principles show a logical structure different to
that of rules. Assuming that implicit principles can be formulated through general-
ization (Alchourr�on and Bulygin 2006, 130ff.; Guastini 1999, 155ff.; Ratti 2013,
173)—i.e., a generalization of the antecedents and inductions of the consequents of
rules under similar deontic modality—it matters not whether a principle was
enacted in a statute or logically construed from rules and subject to customary
validity. As irrelevant as the formulation of the norm-sentence is for its logical
structure, both implicit and explicit principles display the same structure, some-
how different to that of rules.

Lastly, pragmatic criteria stem from two uses of the conceptual distinction in
legal discourse. In the first, principles are used as defeasible norms and prima facie
reasons which, unlike rules (i.e., exclusionary reasons), are subject to a general con-
dition of balancing with conflicting norms. Principles prescribe an effect liable to
be circumstantially defeated under factual conditions that instantiate prevailing
conflicting norms under balances. The second use of the distinction relates to the
role of rules and principles in practical reasoning: Principles are first-order reasons
that justify the consequent of rules (Raz 1999, 187).

3. Critical Analysis of the Criteria

I assume semantic criteria to be plainly wrong (Aarnio 1997, 180; Guastini 2008,
119ff.). There is no direct relation between the breadth of the semantic range of a

2 Dworkin (1978, 22ff.) also points out the distinction between principles and policies (admit-
tedly blurry). The analysis of this distinction transcends the scope of this paper. In any case, I
believe all legal norms, rules, and principles alike, can be formalized under wenn/dann schemata.
Means!end norms (principles or policies) are norms the antecedents of which describe any hypo-
thetical actions and states of affairs in which the end can factually be pursued (the pursuance being
subject to an obligation, permission, or prohibition).
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word and the characterization of the formulated norm as a principle. Linguistic
uncertainty is an interpretative issue, not one linked with norm structure or norma-
tive behavior. One can intuitively conceive a rule formulated with vague words
(e.g., dogs are not allowed close to dining areas); in contrast, norms usually labeled
as principles show little vagueness, if any (e.g., in dubio pro reo). The adoption of a
purely linguistic criterion results in underpinning a distinction in terms of a con-
ventional reality outside the world of law: semantics. It is difficult to establish how
vague words in norm-sentences need to be for the content to be deemed to be a
principle. Moreover, open-texture is hardly quantifiable and also an unavoidable
dispositional property of language, and as a result it is inoperative for a sound dis-
tinction. It is not possible to envisage in a “closed list” all the defining properties of
realities denoted by a given concept (Bix 2012, 193ff.; Celano 2012, 275).

According to a well known syntactic criterion, principles are categorical norms
whereas rules are hypothetical (Zagrebelsky 2008, 213ff.; Atienza and Manero 2005,
31). The acceptance of real categorical norms would mean that norms could do
without antecedents. Norms would be under permanent application which, in
turn, would lead to the absurd outcome of decontextualizing human conduct by
suppressing the norm-occasion (Schauer 1991, 23). Anyone familiar with von
Wright (1963) should immediately dismiss this criterion. Norms operate on the
realm of contingency: Deontic obligation or permission, in the same way as alethic
necessity or possibility, imply factual possibility. Every norm comprises an ante-
cedent entailing at least an opportunity to exercise the content of the consequent.3

Symmetrically, the description of nonconditions is a necessary condition for nor-
mative conditionality (Duarte 2012, 47). As a result the categorical appearance of
norms is only shown at the linguistic level. Norm-sentence1 “You must close the
door” may be deemed categorical although the logically dependent condition for
the content is implicit (i.e., the door being open); by contrast, norm-sentence2 “You
must close the door if it rains” may be deemed hypothetical as the norm entails, in
addition to the former condition, a condition logically independent from the norm
content (von Wright 1963, 90–1; Ross 1968, 108).

I now turn to the relevant pragmatic criterion based on the prima facie or defini-
tive character of the consequent. It is the Dworkinian criterion par excellence and
can be summarized in Alexy’s last approach which, to his great merit, can nowa-
days be labeled the mainstream view (Alexy 2014, 512). Rules are norms that
require something determinate and apply as definitive commands: The form of
application is subsumption. If a rule is applicable but ultimately not applied, either
it is invalid (i.e., it conflicts with a higher norm under lex superior) or a valid excep-
tion was introduced by a third applicable norm (i.e., norm1 conflicts with norm2

under lex specialis). This is usually a rule, but Alexy allows for exceptions arising
out of principles (Alexy 2004, 48). In contrast, principles are optimization require-
ments requiring something to be realized to the greatest extent under legal and fac-
tual possibilities: Their form of application is balancing (Alexy 2000, 300ff.;
Sieckmann 2011a, 29). Two additional conclusions stem from this account: Princi-
ples, unlike rules, apply to varying degrees (i.e., appropriate degrees of satisfaction

3 I endorse the bridge-conception of norms (Alchourr�on 1996, 5ff.). For a different account—the
isle-conception—Sieckmann 2013, 211ff.; Zuleta 2008, 140ff. Naturally, the debate over the distinc-
tion between rules and principles is conditioned by the conception endorsed.
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under proportionality requirements); the subsuming of rules is linked to easy cases
whereas the balancing of principles is linked to hard cases.

Rules (R) Principles (P)

R are definitive commands except if:
- invalidity: if R conflict with higher norm
under lex superior in total-total relation.
- valid exception: if R1 conflicts with R2

under lex specialis in total-partial relation.

P are prima facie optimization requirements that:
- demand something be realized to the great-
est extent under factual and legal possibilities.
- apply to varying degrees.

R are necessary and sufficient reasons for
action.

P are contributive reasons for action.

R are linked with easy cases. P are linked with hard cases.
R require something determinate. P require something indeterminate.
Form of application of R is subsumption. Form of application of P is balancing.
R apply in all-or-nothing fashion, “come

what may.”
P apply prima facie subject to competing Ps.

3.1. Input from Normative Defeasibility

The recent debate on normative defeasibility gave rise to a number of observations
with regard to the mainstream view (Bro _zek 2012, 214ff.). However, it should be
borne in mind that almost 70 years ago Hart argued that all norms prescribe prima
facie under et cetera implicit conditions (Hart 1949, 171ff.) though later modifying
his position.4 A few years later, Ross described partial-partial conflicts falling out-
side the scope of norms of conflicts and requiring balances—i.e., conflicts in which
lex specialis provides for the preference of both norms, leading to second-degree con-
flicts (Ross 2004, 158ff.). More recently, in the 1990s persuasive arguments were put
forward for the need to balance rules, even under Alexy’s criteria (Peczenik 2008,
66–7; Alchourr�on 1991, 423ff.; Rodriguez 1995, 371ff.). Hardly anyone would argue
for any of the norms described below to be principles under any criterion.

(i) Suppose norm-sentence1 it is forbidden to drive while the light is red, conveying
norm “for all x, if there is an opportunity to a under circumstances b, then
(forbidden a)” logically described by 8x(xa � xb ) Ph xa) or 8x(xa � xb )
O:xa). Now take norm-sentence2 it is forbidden to stop automobiles in front of
military barracks, conveying norm “for all x, if there is an opportunity to
(non a) under circumstances c, then (forbidden non a),” logically described
by 8x(xa � xc) Ph :xa) or 8x(xa � xc) Oxa).

(ii) If one hypothesizes factual contextx ((a) driver stands with his car, (b) in front of
red light, (c) next to military barracks) two conflicting norms are instantiated.

4 Hart 1994, 260; d’Almeida 2015, 8ff., 34ff. On the distinction between rules and principles
grounded on norms being subject to explicit or implicit exceptions, Moreso 2002, 27–8. However,
this leads to the problematic distinction between external and internal defeasibility (Beltr�an and
Ratti, 2012, 15ff., 34). The consequent of a normx, be it a rule or a principle, can only be defeated
by a third normx (or more), therefore implicit negative conditions of application of principles are
always linked to explicit normative defeaters.
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The formula 8x(xa � xb) Ph xa) conflicts with 8x(xa � xc) Oxa). One faces
a prima facie unsolvable conflict of the partial-partial type which, absent appli-
cable norms of conflicts, requires balancing, i.e., a subsidiary method for
avoiding non liquet.

Defeasibility is a dispositional property used to describe norms as context-sensitive
both factually and legally. The factual context surrounding the application of a
given normx may vary and the relevant properties of the case may instantiate con-
flicting norms. Under these standards, rules can never be deemed in the abstract to
be definitive commands. No norm by itself can define its own conditions of all
things considered application (Hart 1983, 106). The definitive character of any normx

is subject to the strengthening of the antecedent which, at best, can only be
achieved through the epistemic proposition that no relevant conflicting and pre-
vailing norms are instantiated by the properties of the case.5 Context-sensitivity of
all legal norms therefore minimizes Alexy’s binomial rules!easy cases!subsumption
and principles!hard cases!balancing.

If “legal case” is taken to mean questioning the deontic status of a given action
under a given state of affairs, it is not difficult to conceive cases instantiating princi-
ples and not leading to conflicts. The relevant properties of the legal case is P
allowed to say hello to R? instantiate the consensually labeled principle of freedom of
speech. Insofar as P does not insult R in the process and no other relevant feature
is added, it does not instantiate conflicting norms. Balancing presupposes a norma-
tive conflict, and as a result it is not required for solving this easy case. Addition-
ally, the red light in front of the military barracks case is one among several examples
of hard cases triggered by rule application. It shows an enthymeme in Alexy’s rea-
soning and I suppose the implicit premise, taken for granted, is not true. Alexy’s
characterization of principles as optimization requirements is mainly focused on a
scenario of competing principles rather than on the analysis of the norm structures
(Alexy 2004, 48–9; Sieckmann 2011b, 102). If it is agreed that principles conflict
more frequently than rules, it may be argued that this optimization is derived purely
from triggering the ought-to-do (or ought-to-be) of any conflicting norms, rules and
principles alike. Any norm would therefore be subject to an optimization require-
ment, mainly under partial-partial conflict scenarios. Principles would just so hap-
pen to illustrate it more often, but this is a matter of statistics.

Alexy’s factual possibility requirement, under the ought implies can maxim, may (a)
render the norm invalid if all actions and/or occasions instantiating its antecedent are
factually impossible or (b) significantly reduce the scope of relevant actions that trig-
ger the consequent if some actions and/or occasions instantiating its antecedent are
factually impossible. On the other hand, Alexy’s legal possibility requirement merely
points out normative conflicts arising out of the case, thus leading to the application
of norms of conflicts of a given legal system. However, balancing is a practical neces-
sity if (a) none of the latter are instantiated or (b) such instantiation leads to second-
degree conflicts not triggering additional norms of conflicts or (c) it again leads to
unsolvable third-degree conflicts (and so on) (Duarte 2010, 56ff.).

5 This is similar to what Holton (2002, 191ff.) implies with the “that’s it” clause applied to
Morals.
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Alexy’s description of principles is fundamentally based on factually contin-
gent conflict scenarios. As a result it does not provide for logically necessary cri-
teria for making a distinction. Although necessarily conventional, categories
such as rules and principles aim to stress necessary differences, not contingent
ones.

4. Genericity and Inclusive Disjunctions

By disagreeing with Alexy’s proposition of valid rules being definitive commands
(i.e., outside the applicability of lex specialis), there is no need to disagree with his
proposition that rules require something determinate. If one claims that rules require
something determinate as a criterion for distinction, it is logical to conclude that
principles require something indeterminate. Years before Alexy, however, Raz had
already accurately argued that rules prescribe relatively specific actions and princi-
ples prescribe highly unspecific actions (Raz 1972, 836–8).6

Raz understands that an act is highly unspecific if it can be performed on differ-
ent occasions by means of a number of heterogeneous actions on each occasion.7

By contrast, an act is more specific to the extent that there is only a small number
of actions by means of which it is performed:

(i) Smoking is a highly specific act performed by smoking pipes, cigarettes or
cigars.

(ii) Assault, murder, rape, and speeding are relatively specific acts.
(iii) Promoting human happiness, respecting human dignity, increasing pro-

ductivity, and behaving negligently or unjustly are highly unspecific acts.

Looking into Raz’s examples without careful analysis may lead to the (wrong)
semantic criterion. Both “negligently” and “unjustly” denote vagueness. Rather it
is actions such as “promoting” or “behaving” that show a lack of specificity. Influ-
enced by von Wright (1963, 90–1), Raz claims that, since highly unspecific acts can
be carried out by means of a variety of more specific acts on different occasions,
the opportunities for performing such acts encompass the opportunities for per-
forming the more specific acts are therefore more general than the specific acts.
Antecedents of norms including unspecified actions overlap with antecedents of
norms including specified actions under a total-partial relation. As a result norm1

(principle) justifies norm2 (rule) when the scope of the antecedent of norm1 is
wider than that of norm2 and norm2 may be deduced from norm1 (the former is a
specification of the latter). Principles can be used to justify rules but not vice versa.

One should bear in mind that Raz draws a weak distinction. His criterion points
out relatively specific and highly unspecific actions. In his view, there is no hard line
between specific and unspecific acts, resulting in many borderline cases (Raz 1972,
836–8).

6 Pino 2008, 289–90; Atienza and Manero 2012, 252; Luzatti 2012, 35ff.
7 I have deliberately omitted Raz’s reference to generic acts to avoid confusion with the genericity
criterion provided infra.
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4.1. How Weak Is the Weak Distinction?

I am sensitive to the uncertainties pointed out by Raz. However, I believe one
should not over-analyze if one is to ever formulate categories. Categories are con-
ventional: Though useful, they are not logically necessary. They imply generaliza-
tion which, in turn, entails suppression of differences (Schauer 1991, 22).
Sometimes differences are so clear—quantitative as they may be—that, for the sake
of scientific systematization, one should embrace quality to avoid searching for an
essentialist criterion that probably does not exist (some platonic essence that makes
things and concepts what they are).8 In spite of describing the strong distinction as
a “categorizing view,” supporters of the weak distinction do, in fact, categorize
(Pino 2011b, 96ff.). Establishing the distinction between rules and principles strictly
with reference to degree could lead, under reductio ad absurdum, to claiming that
the difference between humans and chimpanzees is also one of degree (i.e., degree
of brain activity, bipedalism, body hair, and so on). This could hold for any differ-
ences between beings with conscience composed by particles. If conscience is ever
proven to be matter, as some claim, categorization is in a good deal of trouble. The
question arises: How weak is the weak distinction, after all?

4.2. Genericity in General

Raz’s weak distinction proves extremely valuable. It leads us to a new approach:
the analysis of the principles’ antecedent and the description of (un)specific actions
under (un)specific states of affairs. I claim that genericity, a term often used in the
philosophy of language, is a valid syntactic criterion for a strong distinction.9

It is not rare to witness confusion between vagueness and genericity in descrip-
tive speech.10 Russell refers to assertions “I found Jones” and “I found a man” by
correlating them with linguistic vagueness (Russell 1921, 157ff.; Luzatti 2012, 88ff.).
However, what is at stake is not the uncertainty over the denotation boundaries of
the word man (e.g., in contrast with woman or Robocop), but rather the unspecifity
arising out of the indefinite article “a [man].” The truth of the assertion “I found a
man” does not depend on the man being Jones: It depends upon a man being
found. The truth of the assertion I found Jones depends on the man being Jones
(Abbot 2010, 165ff.; Cruse 2006, 73–4).

Vague assertions are assertions the verifiability of which is of a low degree given
the quantitative or qualitative semantic uncertainty. Assertions such as “All swans
are beautiful” require a degree of consensus on beauty or a paradigm from which to
extrapolate. In contrast, generic assertions do not entail a low degree of verifiabil-
ity, rather are assertions the truth or falsehood of which is trivial and relatively
established. Reference may be made here to the generic assertion “Mammals are
unable to fly” being presumably true, even though particular assertions “Bats are

8 The nominalist view I endorse implies the description of principles qua norms that show prop-
erties x, y, z being read from right to left. It is more of an answer to the question “What should
we call norms that show properties x, y, z?” than an answer to the question “What are
principles”? (Popper 1949, 12–5; Kripke 1990, 39ff.).
9 I am indebted to David Duarte for some of the ideas that follow.
10 I suppose this mirrors the (wrong) semantic criterion for distinction between rules and
principles mentioned above.
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able to fly” and “Bats are mammals” are also true. Generic assertions do not
express universal quantification (Cohen 2002, 60ff.): Rather they are linked with
some kind of default reasoning (Krifka 1987, 4ff.).

Vagueness is a predicate of words, whilst genericity is a predicate of sentences.
Naturally, they may coexist. Take the example “Teach the child a game” (Wittgen-
stein 1986, 230ff.). Genericity does not arise out of the semantic vagueness of game
(playing checkers certainly is a game; memorizing Portuguese kings may be; play-
ing an instrument hardly is): The Genericity is to be found in the indefinite article
“a [game],” any game.11 This means any activities left unspecified and included in
the semantically vague semantic range of game are indifferent to the speaker.

Insofar as it implies a low degree of verifiability, vagueness renders the norm-
sentence relatively uncertain as to its conditions or the scope of the consequent
(e.g., “In case of emergency, call the police”; “In case of fire, adopt adequate meas-
ures”). Genericity, on the other hand, implies an admitted low degree of significant
information conveyed by the sentence. For instance, normative sentences such as
“A promise should be kept” do not tell us much about the conditions that should
be met for considering promises to be obligatory and the conditions required for
that not to be the case. They simply tell us that promises must usually be kept. It
could be that they also tell us that promises ought not be kept in all cases, as
“Promises should be kept” is not logically equivalent to “Promises should be kept
in all cases” (e.g., when one’s life depends on breaking a promise).

To the extent that it avoids distinguishing the specifics of the case requiring the
truth of the assertion, genericity disjunctively describes all realities referred to in
the sentence (Cohen 2002, 75 ff.; Luzatti 2012, 7ff.). It is of paramount importance
to stress that this disjunction is not exclusive, but rather inclusive (Jennings and
Hartline 2014, passim; Hern�andez Mar�ın 2002, 197–8). In descriptive speech, the
truth of a sentence with exclusive disjunctions (aut, aut) implies that one of the dis-
junctive assertions is true and that the other(s) is necessarily false. The disjunctive
assertions cannot all be true, nor can they all be false: Otherwise the sentence
would be false. On the other hand, the truth of a sentence with inclusive disjunc-
tions (vel, vel) implies that at least one of the disjunctive assertions is true, though it
is also conceivable that both assertions are true, i.e., the disjunctive assertions may
be all true and the sentence will still be true.

(i) Exclusive disjunction such as “judging by her looks, either r is from Portu-
gal or from Spain”. The formula (rp � rs) means rp or rs, but never both
(i.e., rp � rs is not true).

(ii) Inclusive disjunction such as “with such good marks, either r studies a lot
or r is bright” entails the possibility of (a) r studying a lot and not being
bright (rs � :rb), (b) r not studying a lot and being bright (:rs � rb) and (c) r
studying a lot and being bright (rs � rb).

The high degree of quantitative information provided by a generic statement or
norm-sentence comprising principles and the low degree of qualitative information

11 Genericity is usually detected by the use of indefinite articles (one; a), partitives (of) or indefi-
nite pronouns (any).
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moving in the opposite direction now becomes clearer. Although they summarize
substantial elements of a given legal systemx (Guastini 1999, 151ff.; Pino 2011b, 101),
principles entail a low degree of qualitative information regarding an all-things-
considered solution for cases. On the other hand, since generality implies conjunction,
rules entail a high degree of qualitative information regarding an all-things-
considered solution for cases within the scope of the norm antecedent. However,
insofar as rules regulate specific actions, this information is quantitatively low as
many other specific actions and/or states of affairs are left out. The greater the degree
of generality of normx, the greater the amount of qualitative information provided to
the decision-making authority. There is a directly proportional relation between the
generality of normx and its deontic information for solving cases. On the other hand,
genericity implies an inversely proportional relation. The more generic a norm sen-
tence, the greater the amount of quantitative information provided to the decision-
making authority, but the lower the qualitative information all-things-considered. In
conclusion, the potential for a definitive all-things-considered solution of a given
norm increases in an inverse proportion to its genericity.12

4.3. Genericity in Normative Speech

If genericity is introduced into normative speech, it becomes possible to identify a
sound criterion for a clear distinction arising out of the different logical norm-structure
of rules and principles.13 It is critical to determine to which norm-components one
should predicate genericity. Naturally, the deontic operator is left out. The consequent,
insofar as it comprises the effects triggered in given subjective and objective conditions,
can better be understood as a deontic reduction of the set of possibilities within the
opportunities described in the antecedent (e.g., within the opportunities to do a1, a2 or
a3 [antecedent], one must do a2 [consequent]). Although it can also be assessed in the
consequent, genericity should therefore be predicated to the antecedent.

Legal norms apply pressure to human action (Schauer 1991, 2–5), and as a result
all antecedents describe human action irrespective of such being explicit in the
norm-sentence.14 The analytic distinction between (i) subjective and (ii) objective
conditions within the antecedent aims at identifying the (ia) norm-addressees and
(ib) the hypothetical action as well as (ii) the hypothetical state of affairs under
which such action is described (von Wright 1963, 70ff.; Ross 1968, 107ff.).15

Take two norms seen prima facie as rules:

12 This could be envisaged, to a certain extent, as the normative version of Popper’s axiom: The
empirical content of a statement grows proportionally to its degree of falsifiability (Popper 2002,
118).
13 For instance, Luzatti (2012, 150) claims that both rules and principles allow for both vague-
ness and genericity, though he does not specify to which norm-component of rules genericity is
predicated.
14 Norms that demand certain states of affairs therefore apply pressure to the human action for
such states of affairs to be obtained. I endorse von Wright’s account (1997, 433) of a proposition
of practical necessity.
15 In my view, the antecedent is a (hypothetical) descriptive statement of reality which does not
include conditions of validity (for a different view see Kelsen 1960, 199; Sieckmann 1994, 163ff.).
I understand such conditions do not pertain to the antecedent as they are not requirements for
the consequent, rather requirements for the membership of the norm to the legal system.
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(i) Norm-sentence1 smoking is forbidden conveys norm1 “For all x, if there is an
opportunity to a, then (forbidden a),” logically described by 8x(xa ) Ph xa) or
8x(xa ) O:xa). The generality of norm1 means it applies to all xs (smokers),
i.e., a conjunctive open class of xs that are as. Norm1 may be informally
deemed universal: It does not require additional conditions to the opportu-
nity to perform the action described.

(ii) Norm-sentence2 Smoking is forbidden in closed spaces conveys norm2 “For all
x, if there is an opportunity to a under states of affairs b, then (forbidden a),” logi-
cally described by 8x(xa � xb ) Ph xa). Norm2 may informally be deemed
hypothetical: It requires additional conditions to the opportunity to perform
the action described.

Now take three norms seen prima facie as principles:

(iii) Norm-sentence3 Agencies shall treat citizens alike conveys norm3 “For all x, if
there is an opportunity to c, then (imposed c),” logically described by 8x(xc1 �
xcn ) Oxc). The disjunction (xc1 � xcn) entails (xc1 � xc2 � xc3 � xcn)
whereby xc1 5 granting scholarships; xc2 5 selecting a party to enter into an
agreement with public administration; xc3 5 terminating employment
agreements; xcn 5 any other specific action the performance of which
entails the performance of treating citizens alike. Norm3 is universal.16

(iv) Norm-sentence4 Citizens are entitled to free speech conveys norm4 “For all x, if
there is an opportunity to d, then (permitted d),” logically described by 8x(xd1

� xdn ) Pxd). The formula (xd1 � xdn) entails (xd1 � xd2 � xd3 � xdn)
whereby xd1 5 singing a political song; xd2 5 burning a flag; xd3 5 writing
graffiti; xdn 5 any other specific action the performance of which entails the
performance of exercising free speech. Norm4 is also universal.

(v) Norm-sentence5 Licensed private news broadcasting channels are free to express
political views conveys norm5 “For all x, if there is an opportunity to e under
states of affairs f, then (permitted e),” logically described by 8x((xe1 � xen) �
xf ) Pxe). The formula (xe1 � xen) entails (xe1 � xe2 � xe3 � xen) whereby
xe15 criticizing government; xe25 endorsing political candidates; xe35

advertising rallies; xen5 any other specific action the performance of which
entails the performance of expressing political views. Norm5 is hypothetical:
It requires additional conditions (i.e., licensing) logically uncorrelated with
the opportunity to perform the action described xe.

Note the similarity with inclusive disjunction in descriptive speech. Inclusive
disjunction in descriptive speech allows for the truth of the disjunctive assertions
uttered with indifference, preserving the truth of the disjunctive sentence. Inclu-
sive disjunction in normative speech allows for being the law that logically
inclusive disjunctive specific actions may indifferently trigger the consequent of
norms that include generic hypothetical actions in the antecedent. If the disjunc-
tion of such actions was exclusive, the structure of the principles’ antecedents

16 The opportunity to treat something alike is the existence of at least two comparable things. I
am describing the norm as obligatory though it is usually formulated as a prohibition.
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qua disjunctive sets of conditions would not make sense: The antecedent would
not match the consequent. Additionally, this description would not respect crite-
ria for norm individuation (Raz 2003, 70–92). Omitting inclusivity would lead to
one principle being described as several norms, as many as the envisaged disjunc-
tive conditions.

Genericity is therefore a predicate of norms that apply under inclusive disjunc-
tive conditions. Each disjunctive condition is a sufficient condition to trigger the
consequent under the applicable deontic modality, thus providing for the prima

facie solution (i.e., subject to the negative condition of conflicting norms being
instantiated by the properties of the case). Each disjunctive condition is therefore
sufficient for contributing to the all things considered solution.

4.4. Placing Genericity within Norm Antecedents

The question arises whether genericity as the criterion for distinction should be
predicated to all or some components of the norm antecedent. We have seen that, in
abstract terms, genericity (a, any) should not be mistaken with generality (all, whole)
(Pintore 1982, 23; Luzatti 2012, 100). In view of this, I argue that generality better
explains the subjective norm-component that describes norm-addressees. Any
norm, rules or principles alike, is applicable to an open class of addressees (i.e., to
all of them 8x). There is certainly a degree of indifference to allness. However, the
lack of specification of addressees seems irrelevant to distinguish rules and princi-
ples as it does not explain the greater potential for conflict that principles show vis-
�a-vis rules.

Genericity may then be predicated to hypothetical action. Naturally, it may be
said that this presupposes some criteria for separating specific and generic actions
(Duarte 2012, 58). However, we are not dealing with the identification or basicity
of actions in the theoretical sense of the philosophy of action. There is no need for
an in-depth examination of the discussion between minimalist or maximalist
approaches (O’Connor 2000, 52–5, 61; Gonzalez Lagier 2013, 42ff.; on intention as
criterion for individuation, Holton 2009, 12ff.). The point here is whether norm-
sentences describe a category of actions (and the indifference thereto) or actions the
performance of which may vary according to differentiating properties, tools, goals
or style.17 It is therefore necessary to bear in mind the conceptual apparatus used
in the legal statutes of a given legal systemx.

Smoking is a specific action, the performance of which may include differentiat-
ing properties and style (cigarettes, pipes, cigars) suppressed in the generalization
necessary to create the norm-sentence (Schauer 1991, 39). The same goes for mur-
der and entering into agreements. It is a different matter with regard to generic
actions such as administrative activity or the expression of political opinions. Even
though generic actions (GA) may also have differentiating properties (e.g. express-
ing political opinions aggressively, in a public space), they encompass autonomous

17 I do not mean to exhaust types of differentiating properties. On the blurriness between action
and norm-occasion, Ross 1968, 107–8.
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specific actions (SA) and the differentiation among them transcends differentiating
properties (DP) such as tools, goals and style.18

Generic actions (GA) and specific actions (SA) Differentiating properties (DP)

(i) (GA) administrative activity:
- (ia) (SA) entering into agreements
- (ib) (SA) issuing regulations
- (ic) (SA) granting subventions

!
!
!

(DP) of the leasing type
(DP) on sources of pollution
(DP) to agricultural farmers

(ii) (GA) expressing political opinions:
- (iia) (SA) promoting rallies
- (iib) (SA) singing revolutionary songs
- (iic) (SA) burning flags

!
!
!

(DP) against austerity policies
(DP) on abolishing Government
(DP) with a lighter

(iii) (GA) developing one’s personality:
- (iiia) (SA) endorsing religious groups
- (iiib) (SA) choosing sexual partners
- (iiic) (SA) painting a picture

!
!
!

(DP) passionately
(DP) on a daily basis
(DP) on canvas

Finally there is a need to consider whether genericity should be predicated to the
hypothetical state of affairs and whether this allows for identifying a distinction
between rules and principles. As stated above, norms didactically labeled as uni-
versal require performance of the action whenever there is an opportunity. Others
require it when the opportunity exists in addition to a given state of affairs. Hypo-
thetical norms of the latter type, labeled occasional, include objective conditions
linked with any events of a certain type, as described in the antecedent, which are
logically independent of the hypothetical action. Take the antecedent of norm If it

rains, I must call my friends. Here, “if it rains” 5 any time it rains. There you find
genericity of some degree, whether it is pouring or drizzling.

When considering universal norms, there simply must be a state of affairs such
that the performance of the action described in the antecedent is possible. It is
immaterial whether the performance of the action is described as forbidden under
all states of affairs or any state of affairs. Norms entail indifference to states of
affairs insofar as the performance of the action is possible. Genericity of the norm-
occasion increases in proportion to the genericity of the hypothetical action
described in the antecedent. If the hypothetical action is described under inclusive
disjunctions, the opportunities for such action will expand proportionally since the
state of affairs necessary for this is also left undetermined.

(i) When one describes the hypothetical state of affairs of a rule deemed uni-
versal (Smoking is forbidden), smoking is forbidden under any circumstance,

18 I understand a difference should be highlighted between scenarios (A) and (B): (A) the (i)
description/formulation of SA “smoking” and (ii) the performance of such SA under certain
states of affairs in concrete cases (e.g., x smokes a cigarette in a caf�e at night); (B) the (i) descrip-
tion/formulation of a GA “expressing political opinions”; (ii) the description/formulation of a SA,
the performance of which entails the performance of a GA (e.g., singing a revolutionary song);
and (iii) the performance of such a SA under certain states of affairs in concrete case (e.g., x sings
a revolutionary song at a political rally).
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provided there is an opportunity to smoke (i.e., smoking products are
available). The same goes for rules that are not universal (It is forbidden to
drive through the red light under any circumstance, provided there is an oppor-
tunity to drive).

(ii) When dealing with a universal principle (It is permitted to freely express one-
self under any circumstance, provided there is an opportunity to express one-
self), the norm-occasion occurs practically at all times. It basically requires
one to be alive and conscious.

(iii) Lastly, occasional principles such as Licensed private news broadcasting chan-
nels are free to express political views entail two conditions: (i) one is specified
(holding a license); (ii) the other is generic (any opportunity to express political
views). Provided the former condition is met, this occasional principle often
applies.

An additional element of genericity can be introduced to the state of affairs
described in the antecedent. It simply requires objectifying an unspecified action
and describing it as a state of affairs to a certain hypothetical specific action. How-
ever, as explained below, this does not alter the fact that we have a rule.

Genericity of states of affairs does, however, help explain normative defeasibil-
ity. Let us again take the red light in front of the military barracks example of conflict-
ing rules. All actions described are specific. However, there is an indifference to
the state of affairs. In fact, norm1 expresses a prohibition to drive while the lights
are red under any state of affairs, even if the norm-occasion is standing next to military
barracks. On the other hand, norm2 expresses a requirement to drive next to mili-
tary barracks under any states of affairs, even if the norm-occasion is standing before a
red light. Norms conflict at an abstract level and it is their logical properties, not the
occurrence of the case, that give rise to conflict (Lindahl and Reidhav 2015, 79ff.;
Mart�ınez Zorrilla 2011, 736; differently, Peczenik 2008, 67). Conflicts are a conse-
quence of overlapping antecedents (the allness and anyness therein) with logical
contradiction or contrariety, whichever the case, of the consequent or deontic
operator.19

5. Testing Symptoms and Diagnosis

For genericity to hold as a diagnosis of principles, it should explain the commonly
identified symptoms. I will leave out those related to rule-justification, that are self-
explanatory and briefly addressed above, focusing solely on expansibility and
graduability.

I have underlined that I do not consider the optimization command as a unique
symptom of principles (Alexy 2000, 294ff.). Outside normative conflicts, Alexy’s
optimization symptom could, to the best explanation possible, be envisaged as a
description of the catch-all antecedent of principles, i.e., the opportunity to perform
the generic action through specified actions (and the opportunities thereto). Some

19 Facts cannot stretch the antecedent of norms, the overlap of which is necessary for a conflict. I
find it hard to agree that a legal system is consistent via a set of facts and inconsistent via another
set of facts (in this sense Alchourr�on 1991, 423ff.). For a complete account of normative conflicts
and contradictions, see Navarro and Rodriguez 2014, 178.
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would argue that this feature translates into the predicate of expansibility (Duarte
2012, 55). This, however, could give the impression that norms are physical bodies
that stretch, which is untrue. I believe the expansibility of principles can only be
accepted as a metaphor for the conjunction of genericity and linguistic open-
texture. It is impossible to anticipate all specific actions comprised within the
generic action governed by a principle. Simply imagine a whole new way of express-
ing political opinions through some technology which does not yet exist. Now,
remember it is (probably) not possible to find a whole new way of stopping at a red
light.

The second symptom portrays principles as norms applicable to varying degrees
(Alexy 2000, 295; Pino 2011b, 86). The possibility of applying a norm to a certain
degree, under conflict scenarios, is nowadays, perhaps, the most relevant indica-
tion of principles. This, I assume, can better be explained by means of genericity.

I have stated, with no claim to originality, that actions are logically dependent on
states of affairs allowing for their performance. Actions may also be logically
(in)dependent from other actions. Logical dependency is identified when the per-
formance of one action entails the performance of another (material implication) or
when the performance of the former excludes the performance of the latter (logical
exclusion). This is assessed under the principle of obligation pursuant to which it is
obligatory, under prescription x, to perform all actions logically necessary to satisfy
all obligations derived from x (Alchourr�on and Bulygin 1991, 159). In other words,
obligation and permission to perform an action entail obligation and permission to
carry out all logically necessary consequences of this action (prima facie, that is).
This logical principle, however, is not valid for prohibition (Mart�ınez Zorrilla 2007,
114).

As a result two actions are logically independent when they are compatible, that
is, if and only if simultaneous performance of both is logically possible. The same
goes for normative compatibility of consequents, that is, the ought to do applied to
actions described in the antecedent.

(i) Norm1 obligates x and norm2 forbids y (i.e., obligates :y) and performing y
is necessary (implicated) to perform x (e.g., x5 paying taxes and y5 owning
private property). The principle of prohibition is not operative regarding pro-
hibitions: norm1 forbids x (i.e., obligates :x) and norm2 permits y and per-
forming y is necessary (implicated) to perform x (e.g., x5 running and y5

moving).
(ii) Now suppose norm1 obligates x and norm2 obligates y and simultaneous

performance of x and y is factually impossible—e.g., x5 moving and
y 5 standing still. There is a logical exclusion. Suppose norm1 obligates x
and norm2 permits y (i.e., obligates y or :y) and simultaneous performance
of x and y is factually impossible (excluded)—e.g., x5 moving and y5 stand-
ing still. The same exclusion applies.

(iii) Exclusion no longer occurs between two permissive norms. Suppose norm1

permits x (i.e., obligates x or :x) and norm2 permits y (i.e., obligates y or
:y) and simultaneous performance of x and y is factually impossible
(excluded), e.g., x5 moving and y5 standing still. Permissive norms entail
discretion judgments from norm-addressees, by which both x, :x, y and :y
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satisfy the applicable norms. There is no exclusion. Lastly, exclusion does
not occur when norm1 obligates x and norm2 permits y whereby simultane-
ous performance is factually possible (non-excluded). This applies, for exam-
ple, when x5 moving and y5 singing.

It now becomes clear that genericity explains why principles apply to varying
degrees whereas rules do not. The answer lies in specific actions and states of
affairs (providing opportunities for such actions) governed by rules logically
excluding actions regulated by conflicting rules. This is Alexy’s point in claiming
that rules can be either complied with or not (Alexy 2000, 295). In the red light in
front of the military barracks example, there is no third conceivable choice between
driving and standing still (i.e., there is no room to drive forward slowly). The driver
could never satisfy the content of rule1 while simultaneously satisfying the content
of conflicting rule2. These actions are mutually exclusive as they are logically
dependent. Balancing requires satisfying the entire content of one rule at the
expense of the other (von Wright 1997, 429ff.; Mart�ınez Zorrilla 2007, 111ff.). The
same may not apply in the same way with conflicting principles. Most frequently
some specific actions covered by a generic action under principle1 are logically com-
patible with some specific actions covered by a generic action under principle2,
though the principles abstractly conflict. It is possible to freely express oneself in
ways that do not offend others, thus satisfying the permission together with the
prohibition. One can pursue public interest without discriminating citizens absent
rational justification, thus satisfying the obligation together with the prohibition.20

(i) Suppose norm-sentence1 A student with average grades of 90 plus is entitled
to apply to teach as a junior lecturer conveying norm1 “For all x, if there is
an opportunity to a (invite, upon request, a student to teach) under states of
affairs b (average grades of ‘90 plus’), then (obligated a),” logically described
by 8x(xa � xb ) Oxa). I am considering the university authorities as
addressees, not the student himself, thus describing an obligation rather
than permission. Under the criteria set forth, this is a rule.

(ii) Now take norm-sentence2 A student who has failed a year cannot be invited to
teach as a junior lecturer conveying norm2 “For all x, if there is an opportunity
to a (invite, upon request, a student to teach) under states of affairs c (failing a
year), then (forbidden a),” logically described by 8x(xa � xc) Ph xa). Again,
this is a rule.

(iii) Suppose both norms were enacted in the legal system by the same legal
act. Lex superior and lex posterior do not apply; lex specialis provides for the
simultaneous prevalence of both rules.

(iv) Under factual contextx [(i) a student, (ii) with average grades of “90 plus” (iii)
failed a year due to illness and (iv) made an application to teach] two conflicting
norms are instantiated. 8x(xa � xb ) Oxa) conflicts with 8x(xa � xc ) Ph
xa). There is a prima facie unsolvable conflict of the partial-partial type
which, absent applicable norms of conflicts, requires balancing. This is

20 If this does not happen and concrete conflicts occur, a conditional priority must be set. Alexy
2000, 296. On the concept of norm-content, von Wright 1963, 71.
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because the university authorities either appoint or do not appoint the appli-
cant to teach.

(v) Now suppose norm-sentence3 Everyone is entitled to free speech conveying
norm3 “For all x, if there is an opportunity to c (freely express oneself), then (per-
mitted c),” logically described by 8x(xc1 � xcn ) Pxc). The formula (xc1 �
xcn) entails (xc1 � xc2 � xc3 � xcn) whereby xc15 singing a revolutionary
song; xc25 burning a flag; xc35 insulting others; xcn5 any other specific
action the performance of which entails the performance of exercising free
speech. Norm3 is a principle.

(vi) Take norm-sentence4 Everyone is entitled to their honor, conveying norm4 “For
all x, if it there is an opportunity to d (take necessary action to protect one’s honor),
then (permitted d).” For the purposes of this example, the permission to defend
one’s honor addressed to the one whose honor is at stake works as a prohibi-
tion, addressed to third parties, of harming the honor of others: It is logically
described by 8x(xd1 � xdn ) Ph xd). The formula (xd1 � xdn) entails (xd1 �
xd2 � dc3 � xdn) whereby xd15 defaming others; xd25 insulting others; xd35

slandering others; xdn5 any other specific action the performance of which
entails the performance of harming the honor. Norm4 is a principle.

(vii) Again, if one hypothesizes factual contexty ((i) a person, (ii) using his ability
to speak to his own discretion (iii) calls another person a “prick”) two conflicting
norms are instantiated. 8x(xc1 � xcn ) Pxc) conflicts with 8x(xd1 � xdn )
Ph xd). Absent applicable norms of conflicts, there is a prima facie unsolv-
able conflict of the partial-partial type which requires balancing. One can
see that xc35 insulting others under norm3 overlaps (deontic status permit-
ted) with xd25 insulting others under norm4 (deontic status forbidden). The
main difference to the previous rules is that a subject x is in abstract able
to simultaneously satisfy the content of norm3 and norm4. Take xc15 sing-
ing a revolutionary song, for instance.

In conclusion, relying on genericity as a criterion for identifying principles implies
that it be relevantly predicated to the hypothetical action only. It is thus excluded
for such purpose in cases in which generic states of affairs represent an additional
condition to the opportunity to perform the action foreseen in the norm-sentence.
In fact, if one objectifies a generic action qua state of affairs to a certain specific
hypothetical action, it does not follow that we are facing a principle.

(i) Suppose authoritarian Rex issues norm-sentence1 “Whenever someone
expresses political views, he or she must be imprisoned” conveying norm1 “For
all x, if there is an opportunity to a (imprison) in addition to b (a generic state of
affairs of one expressing political views), then (obligatory a).” This norm is logi-
cally described by 8x(xp � (xa1 � xan) ) O xp). xp 5 opportunity to
imprison; (xa1 � xan) entails (xa1 � xa2 � xa3 � xan) whereby xa15 criticizing
government; xa25 endorsing political candidates; xa3 5 advertising rallies;
xan5 any other specific action the performance of which entails the per-
formance of expressing political views; the consequent xp 5 imprison.
Here, the generic action of third parties (individuals who wish to express
political views are not norm-addresses of norm1) is a condition for the
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fulfillment of the subjective condition (hypothetical action “imprison”
which is specific) to the norm-addressee (e.g., the police).

(ii) Now suppose norm-sentence2 “Foreign nationals with visas visiting the coun-

try for less than six months shall not be imprisoned” conveys the norm2 “For all

x, if it there is an opportunity to a (imprison) in addition to v (one holding a visa
for less than six months), then (forbidden a).” This norm is logically described
by 8x(xp � xv) Ph xp).

(iii) If one hypothesizes factual contextx ((i) a foreign national, (ii) holding a visa

for less than six months (iii) criticizing the government), two conflicting norms
are instantiated: norm1 and norm2 conflict under a partial-partial relation.
8x(xp � (xa1 � xan) ) Oxp) conflicts with 8x(xp � xv ) Ph xp). There are
no varying degrees of application: The action is specific, therefore there is
mutual exclusion. Either the foreign national is imprisoned or not. In this
sense, both are rules.

6. Concluding Remarks

Alexy’s theory of legal principles, together with Dworkin’s logical difference from
which it stems, is rightfully seen as the epicenter of a scientific revolution. As with all
theories, its impressive explanatory value grows proportionally with its degree of fal-
sifiability. Despite adequately framing a great deal of legal phenomena, I believe this
theory should not go without adjustments. First, the antecedent of principles is
almost irrelevant to it, thus leaving aside the most explanatory norm component,
notably for the purpose of normative conflicts upon which the theory is built. Second,
almost paradoxically, the theorization of the structure of principles is fundamentally
restricted to the contingent scenario of normative conflicts. This proves too much as it
allows the central concept of optimization of principles to be also applicable to scenar-
ios of conflicting rules, thus blurring the conceptual distinction and basing it on pure
conflict statistics. Third, and as a result, principles are presupposed as the only type
of defeasible norms, a conclusion which, apart from being wholly uncorrelated to the
normative structure, disregards the fact that rules also comprise mere prima facie

requirements (i.e., the definitive consequent of rules is subject to no relevant conflict-
ing and prevailing norms being instantiated by the properties of the case).

I have claimed that there remain good reasons to endorse a strong distinction. If
one is to claim a logical and necessary difference between rules and principles, such
a claim should be first of all based on a syntactic criterion. I have further stated that
this difference can only be explained (i) within the analysis of identified norms, out-
side conflict scenarios, (ii) focused on the logical properties of norm antecedents, (iii)
specifically on the norm-element of hypothetical actions. As such, I have submitted
that genericity, qua inclusive disjunction of hypothetical actions, best describes the
antecedent of principles. This concept highlights the disjunctive connectives—unlike
those of rules—linking the opportunities to carry out the specific actions covered by
the generic action described in the norm antecedent. The fact that genericity of hypo-
thetical actions is absent in rules provides for a sound criterion of differentiation.

Lastly, I have concluded that, although grounded on a syntactic criterion for dis-
tinction, genericity of hypothetical actions is the ultimate reason why, in a conflict
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scenario, it is often (pragmatically) concluded that applying principles to a certain
degree is logically possible, whereas the same does not occur with rules.
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